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Theoretical studies of the spin dynamics of quadrupolar nuclei
at rotational resonance conditions
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A theory of the spin dynamics ofI 53/2 quadrupolar nuclei in the sudden-passage limit is discussed
in relation to the recently observed rotational resonance~RR! effects on the excitation and
conversion of triple-quantum coherence in the FASTER multiple-quantum magic-angle spinning
~MQMAS! experiments@T. Vosegaard, P. Florian, D. Massiot, and P. J. Grandinetti, J. Chem. Phys.
114, 4618~2001!#. A novel interaction frame, which combines the quadrupolar interaction with the
central transition radio frequency irradiation, is shown to be useful in understanding the complex
spin dynamics at and away from RR conditions. Analytical expressions for the Hamiltonian
obtained from bimodal Floquet theory are included in order to provide insight into the spin
dynamics observed in the FASTER MQMAS experiments. Numerical simulations have been
performed and were found to support the theoretical formalism. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1421613#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the spin dynamics of quadrupolar nuclei
rotating samples is an important and active area of rese
in solid state nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR!. The spin
dynamics of a quadrupolar spin under magic-angle spinn
~MAS! conditions is drastically different from that of non
quadrupolar spin systems. The large, time-dependent qua
polar interaction complicates the spin dynamics, render
quadrupolar nuclei unsuitable as a practical magnetiza
source in the cross-polarization MAS experiments for wh
efficient spin locking of the magnetization is essential.
addition, the recently developed high-resolution multip
quantum magic-angle spinning~MQMAS! technique1,2 for
half-integer quadrupolar nuclei has drawn more attention
the study of the spin dynamics of quadrupolar nuclei, in
der to improve efficiency of the multiple-quantum excitati
and subsequent conversion to central transition coheren

In 1992, Vega formulated a theory regarding the sp
locking behavior of the central transition~CT! coherence in
quadrupolar spin systems.3,4 The theory demonstrated tha
the spin-locking behavior is strongly dependent on the re
tionship between the magnitude of the quadrupolar inte
tion (vQ), the spinning frequency (v r), and the radio fre-
quency ~rf! field strength (v1). Vega introduced an
adiabaticity parameter,a5v1

2/vQv r , to characterize the
spin-locking behavior as a function of the rf power. In t
adiabatic region, where high rf power is applied under sl
MAS ~i.e., a@1), conversion from CT to multiple-quantum
~MQ! transition coherence occurs during the spin-lock
pulse and sample rotation. Such transfers are the basis o
RIACT method used in MQMAS sequences for M
conversions.5 Under conditions of low rf power and rapi
sample spinning~i.e., the sudden-passage limit wherea
!1), the CT coherences are not transferred into MQ coh
ences, thus the CT coherences are effectively spin loc
790021-9606/2002/116(1)/79/12/$19.00
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However, at rotational resonance~RR! conditions given by
v15nv r /(I 11/2) ~Refs. 6 and 7! ~whereI is the spin quan-
tum number of the quadrupolar nucleus andn is an integer!,
poor spin-locking behavior in the sudden-passage limit
observed. This phenomenon has not been well understo

More recently, Vosegaardet al.8 observed interesting co
herence transfers inI 53/2 nuclei at low rf power and unde
fast MAS, a technique called the FASTER MQMAS expe
ment. They demonstrated that triple-quantum cohere
could be created efficiently from triple-quantu
z-magnetization at the conditions (n21)v r,2v1,nv r ,
with minimum efficiency occurring at 2v15nv r . Addition-
ally, triple-quantum coherence was efficiently transferred
CT coherence at RR conditions,v15nv r . This may explain
the poor spin-locking efficiency of the CT coherence at R
conditions. However, a rigorous theoretical treatment is
quired in order to understand fully the complicated spin d
namics in the sudden-passage limit. Such an understan
would be useful in the design of other low rf power multipl
quantum excitation and conversion schemes.

In this report, we present a new theoretical approach
explains the two types of coherence transfers exploited in
FASTER MQMAS experiments.8 An interaction frame in-
volving both the quadrupolar and CT Hamiltonians is used
order to obtain quantitative insight into the spin dynamics
perturbative treatment using bimodal Floquet theory9 is then
employed to explore the spin dynamics ofI 53/2 nuclei in
the sudden-passage regime.

II. THEORY

A. Hamiltonian in the interaction frame

Under rf irradiation and neglecting resonance offsets a
the second-order quadrupolar interaction, the rotating-fra
spin Hamiltonian of a spinI 53/2 nucleus during MAS can
be written in a fictitious spin-12 operator10,11 basis as
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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H~ t !5vQ~ t !~ I Z
1222I Z

324!1A3v1~ I X
1221I X

324!12v1I X
223

5HQ~ t !1HRF
ST1HRF

CT , ~1!

wherev1 is the rf field strength. The states are labeled
u1&5umI513/2&, u2&5umI511/2&, u3&5umI521/2&, and
u4&5umI523/2&. The first-order quadrupolar frequenc
vQ(t), which is rendered time dependent by MAS, is giv
by

vQ~ t !5vQ@C1 cos~v r t1g!1C2 cos~2v r t12g!

1S1 sin~v r t1g!1S2 sin~2v r t12g!#,

C152
3

8
sin~2u!sin~2b!S 12

h

3
cos~2a! D ,

C25
3

8
sin2~u!S sin2~u!1

h

3
~cos2~b!11!cos~2a! D , ~2!

S152
h

4
sin~2u!sin~b!sin~2a!,

S252
h

4
sin2~u!cos~b!sin~2a!, vQ52p

3CQ

I ~2I 21!
,

where CQ5e2qQ/h is the quadrupolar coupling constan
and h is the quadrupolar asymmetry parameter. The Eu
angles~a,b,g! relate the quadrupolar principal axis system
the rotor-fixed coordinate system, andu5cos21(1/A3) is the
magic angle. The propagator for the Hamiltonian is given

U~ t !5TH expS 2 i E
0

t

H~ t8!dt8D J , ~3!

whereT is the Dyson time ordering operator. The dynam
of spin-3/2 nuclei under spin-locking conditions have be
studied in the past.12,13The dynamics of the system are com
plicated by the large, time-dependent quadrupolar Ham
tonian, which does not commute at different times with t
satellite transition term,HRF

ST , of the rf Hamiltonian. In such
cases, a quadrupolar interaction frame has been used in
to remove the quadrupolar term from subsequent calculat
in the new frame. This has been utilized in the past un
both static14 and MAS conditions15 to explain many phenom
ena in systems with large quadrupole interactions.

Consider an alternative transformation defined by

V~ t !5TH expS 2 i E
0

t

@HQ~ t8!1HRF
CT#dt8D J

5expF2 i E
0

t

vQ~ t8!dt8~ I Z
1222I Z

324!G
3exp~22iv1tI X

223!. ~4!

The first exponential term represents the ordinary trans
mation into the quadrupolar frame. The second exponen
term is an additional piece involving only the CT spin ope
tor. Since both terms commute with each other at differ
times, V(t) can be evaluated easily by simple integratio
The inclusion of the CT in the frame transformation mak
the mechanism of RR in quadrupolar spin systems m
transparent.

Equation~3! can then be rewritten as
s
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U~ t !5V~ t !TH expS 2 i E
0

t

HQ,CT~ t8!dt8D J
5V~ t !UQ,CT~ t !, ~5!

where UQ,CT(t) is the propagator in the interaction fram
generated by the HamiltonianHQ,CT(t),

HQ,CT~ t !5V†~ t !H~ t !V~ t !2 iV†~ t !
d~V~ t !!

dt

5A3v1H @~ I X
1221I X

324!cos~v1t !

1~ I Y
1232I Y

224!sin~v1t !#

3cosS E
0

t

vQ~ t8!dt8D 2@~ I Y
1222I Y

324!cos~v1t !

2~ I X
1231I X

224!sin~v1t !#sinS E
0

t

vQ~ t8!dt8D J .

~6!
In this frame, the satellite transitions are modulated atv1

from the CT Hamiltonian and atv r from the modulation of
the quadrupolar interaction under MAS.

FIG. 1. The fraction of crystallite orientations satisfying Eq.~14! as a func-
tion of rf field strength,v1 . For h50 andCQ52.43 MHz, 2000 pairs of
powder angles (b,g) were generated using the REPULSION sampling~Ref.
19!. The Fourier coefficientsAN andBN of Eq. ~7! were generated for these
angles up touNu580. Equation~7! was then directly evaluated for eac
orientation. Spinning speeds ofv r /2p520 kHz @~a!,~c!# and v r /2p540
kHz @~b!,~d!# were examined. The number of crystallites satisfying the c
dition u(N2N8)v r6v1u.2uHN2N8,61u for all N andN8 are presented in~a!
and ~b! while those satisfying the conditionu(N2N8)v r6v1u
.4uHN2N8,61u for all N andN8 are shown in~c! and~d!. RR conditions are
shown with a dotted line. Asv1 increases, the number of crystallites sat
fying Eq. ~14! decreases.
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SincevQ(t)5vQ(t12p/v r),

cosS E
0

t

vQ~ t8!dt8D 5 (
n52`

`

An exp~2 inv r t !,

~7!

sinS E
0

t

vQ~ t8!dt8D 5 (
n52`

`

Bn exp~2 inv r t !.
s
er
-
ir
Therefore, Eq.~6! can be expanded in a Fourier series
both v1 andv r to give

HQ,CT5 (
m561

(
n52`

`

Hn,m exp~2 imv1t !exp~2 inv r t !,

~8!

where
d by
een

rt space
s
uanta,
Hn,615
A3

2
v1F ~ I X

1221I X
324!An2~ I Y

1222I Y
324!Bn1expS 7 i

p

2 D ~~ I Y
1232I Y

224!An1~ I X
1231I X

224!Bn!G
5

A3

2
v1~~An1 iBn!uT7&^C7u1~An2 iBn!uC6&^T6u&), ~9!

whereuT6&5(1/A2)(u1&6u4&) anduC6&5(1/A2)(u2&6u3&) are the triple-quantum and CT states, as previously define
Vega.3 In order to evaluate the propagator of Eq.~5!, bimodal Floquet theory is utilized. In the past, Floquet theory has b
used in the study quadrupolar nuclei under spin-locking and MAS.12,16 From Eq.~8!, two natural frequencies,v r ~from the
MAS! andv1 ~from the CT rf!, arise in the problem, thus necessitating the use of bimodal Floquet theory.9 In the next section,
bimodal Floquet theory is used to solve forUQ,CT(t), the propagator in the interaction frame.

B. Bimodal Floquet treatment

The time dependence of the Hamiltonian complicates the evaluation ofUQ,CT(t) since @HQ,CT(t),HQ,CT(t8)#Þ0 for t
Þt8 but can be removed by transforming to Floquet space. However, this requires expanding a four dimensional Hilbe
to an infinite-dimensional Floquet space.17 In this space, the spin states,up&5uT6&,uC6&, become ‘‘dressed’’ with the state
uN,M &, which are ‘‘oscillatorlike’’ states labeled by the number of quadrupolar-induced rotational quanta and CT rf q
respectively. A Floquet Hamiltonian then can be written

HF5(
p

(
N52`

`

(
M52`

` S EN,Mup,N,M &^p,N,M u1(
p8

^puH0,1up8&up,N,M11&^p8,N,M u

1^puH0,21up8&up,N,M &^p8,N,M11u1 (
n51

`

^puHn,1up8&up,N1n,M11&^p8,N,M u

1^puH2n,21up8&up,N,M &^p8,N1n,M11u1^puHn,21up8&up,N1n,M21&^p8,N,M u
1^puH2n,1up8&up,N,M &^p8,N1n,M21u

D
~10!

5v rN
r1v1N11S H0,1b

†1H0,21b1 (
n51

`

Hn,1~a†!nb†

1H2n,21anb1H2n,1a
nb†1Hn,21~a†!nb

D

rate
ght
ay
whereEN,M[v rN1v1M , and the operatorsHn,61 are de-
fined in Eq.~9!. Nr andN1 act similarly to number operator
for the rotational and CT quanta, respectively, and the op
tors,a, a†, b, b† act similarly to raising and lowering opera
tors for the rotational and CT ‘‘quanta,’’ respectively. The
matrix elements are given by

^p,N,M uv rN
r1v1N1up8,N8,M 8&

5dp,p8dN,N8dM ,M8EN,M ,

^p,N,M uHm,61anup8,N8,M 8&

5^puHm,61up8&dN,N82ndM ,M8,

^p,N,M uHm,61~a†!nup8,N8,M 8&

5^puHm,61up8&dN,N81ndM ,M8, ~11!
a-

^p,N,M uHm,61bnup8,N8,M 8&

5^puHm,61up8&dN,N8dM ,M82n ,

^p,N,M uHm,61~b†!nup8,N8,M 8&

5^puHm,61up8&dN,N8dM ,M81n .

Equation~3! can then be written as

U~ t !5V~ t !exp~2 iH Ft !. ~12!

In the following sections, nondegenerate and degene
perturbation theories will be used to gain quantitative insi
into the spin dynamics of quadrupolar nuclei at and aw
from RR conditions.
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1. Away from rotational resonance conditions

Away from RR conditions, the statesup,N,M & and
up8,N8,M61& are not degenerate with respect to rf and
tational energies, i.e.,EN,MÞEN8,M61 . Therefore, nonde-
generate perturbation theory can be used to evaluateHF by
treating theHn,61 terms as a perturbation to thev rN8
1v1N1 term. The validity of a perturbation expansion r
quires that the energy difference between the states tha
coupled by the perturbation be greater in magnitude than
coupling. Formally this requires

uEN,M2EN8,M8u.ZuHN2N8,M2M8u ~13!

for all possible N, M , N8, M 8, and Z>1. Since
HN2N8,M2M8 is nonzero only ifM2M 8561, this gives

u~N2N8!v r6v1u.ZuHN2N8,61u

5Z
A3v1

2
uAN2N86 iBN2N8u. ~14!

Figure 1 gives the fraction of crystallite orientations that s
isfy Eq. ~14! for Z52 @~a!,~b!# andZ54 @~c!,~d!#, under two
f
ffs

ve
-

are
e

-

different sample spinning speeds,v r /2p520 kHz @~a!,~c!#
and 40 kHz @~b!,~d!#, with CQ52.43 MHz andh50. As
shown in Fig. 1, the fraction of crystallites satisfying th
perturbation criterion decreases with increasing rf power
decreasingvQ /v r . Also, the larger the ratio ofvQ /v r , the
more RR conditions will be observed. In addition, dips a
pear at the RR conditionsnv r5v1 . This stems from the fac
that the statesuT6,N,M & anduC6,N7n,M61& are degen-
erate, and thereforeHF must be explicitly diagonalized in
these subspaces. This results in mixing triple-quantum
CT states and is the basis for the triple-quantum convers
observed under RR, as will be discussed in the next sec
Although the energy difference between the Floquet state
greater than the coupling between them for the majority
crystallite orientations, Fig. 1 indicates that it is not mu
bigger. This means that higher-order terms in the pertur
tion treatment must be calculated in order to fully descr
the dynamics. In the following treatment, we present cal
lations only up to second order. Using the fact th
@HN,61 ,HP,61#50 for all N and P, HF can be written to
second order as9,18
HF5 (
N52`

`

(
M52`

` F(
p

EN,Mup,N,M &^p,N,M u1
1

2 (
D52`

`

(
S561

[HD,S,H2D,2S]

Dv r1Sv1

uN,M &^N,M uG
5 (

N52`

`

(
M52`

` F v rN1v1M1 (
D52`

`
3iv1

2~ I Z
1222I Z

324!~A2DBD2ADB2D!

2~Dv r1v1!

2
3v1

2~ I X
1242I X

223!~ADA2D1BDB2D!

2~Dv r1v1!

G uN,M &^N,M u

5 (
N52`

`

(
M52`

`

~v rN1v1M !~ uT1&^T1u1uT2&^T2u1uC1&^C1u1uC2&^C2u!uN,M &^N,M u

1 (
D52`

`
3iv1

2~ uT1&^T1u1uT2&^T2u2uC1&^C1u2uC2&^C2u!~ADB2D2A2DBD!

4~Dv r1v1!
uN,M &^N,M u

1
3v1

2~ uT2&^T2u2uT1&^T1u2uC2&^C2u1uC1&^C1u!~ADA2D1BDB2D!

4~Dv r1v1!
uN,M &^N,M u. ~15!
-
ed
e-
ver,
in

as
the
R

To this order of perturbation theory, the eigenstates ofHF are
given by uT6&uN,M & and uC6&uN,M &. In the absence o
any second-order quadrupolar coupling and resonance o
the density matrix at timet is given by

r~ t !53~ I Z
124 cos~vnutt !2I Y

124 sin~vnutt !! ~16!

with the initial condition r(0)53I Z
124. This simply de-

scribes the nutation of initial population, given byI Z
124, into

triple-quantum coherences. The nutation frequency is gi
by

vnut52
3v1~A0

21B0
2!

2
1 (

D51

` 3v1
3~ADA2D1BDB2D!

D2v r
22v1

2
.

~17!
et,

n

Without the second-order quadrupolar coupling, Eq.~16! in-
dicates that onlyI Y

124 is generated for all crystallite orienta
tions, i.e., onlyy-phase triple-quantum coherence is excit
for each crystallite. This explains why the creation of tripl
quantum coherence is enhanced away from RR. Howe
when halfway between RR conditions, there is a minimum
the efficiency of triple-quantum coherence creation.8 Using
Eq. ~17!, a distribution forvnut over different crystallites can
be calculated for a powder at various rf field strengths,
shown in Fig. 2. From this figure, it can be seen that
powder averagedvnut should change signs in between R
conditions. Whenv1'(n11/2)v r , vnut50, with the distri-
bution ofvnut becoming more symmetric aboutvnut50, thus
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FIG. 2. The distribution for2vnut

over a powder calculated from
Eq. ~17! for various v1 values. For
h50, CQ52.43 MHz, and v r /2p
520 kHz, only those crystallites satis
fying the conditionu(N2N8)v r6v1u
.2uHN2N8,61u were considered from
a set of 2000 powder points.v1/2p
values of~a! 25 kHz, ~b! 30 kHz, ~c!
35 kHz, ~d! 45 kHz, ~e! 50 kHz, and
~f! 55 kHz were used.vnut/2p is aver-
age nutation frequency over the pow
der, ands is the standard deviation
From the distributions it can be see
that the mean value of the distributio
shifts from positive to negative in be
tween RR conditions, passing throug
zero roughly midway.
n
ec

e
fe
s
ho

de-
degrading the efficiency of the triple-quantum excitatio
This is further investigated in the numerical simulation s
tion later in the text.

2. Near rotational resonance condition

Near RR conditions (nv r'v1), the statesup,N,M & and
up8,N1Kn,M2K& are degenerate~whereK is an integer!,
and HF must be diagonalized explicitly in these subspac
For the perturbation treatment to be valid, the energy dif
ence between the states in different nearly degenerate
spaces must be greater than the coupling between t
states.HF can be written as

HF5Hdeg1Hnondeg, ~18!

where Hdeg, which represents the portion of theHF that
must be diagonalized explicitly, is given by
.
-

s.
r-
ub-
se

Hdeg5v rN
r1v1N11

A3

2
v1@~An1 iBn!uT1&

3^C1u~a1!nb1~A2n2 iB2n!uC1&^T1uanb1#

1
A3

2
v1@~An2 iBn!uC2&^T2u~a1!nb

1~A2n1 iB2n!uT2&^C2uanb1#. ~19!

Hnondeg, which represents the interactions between non
generate subspaces, is given by

Hnondeg5H0,1b
11H0,21b1Hn,1~a1!nb11H2n,21anb

1 (
rÞn.0

Hr ,1~a1!rb11H2r ,21arb

1H2r ,1a
rb11Hr ,21~a1!rb. ~20!

Hdeg can be diagonalized to give
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Hdeg5 (
N52`

`

(
M52`

`

~EN,M1Dn1dC
n !uCN,M

1 &^CN,M
1 u

1~EN,M1Dn2dC
n !uCN,M

2 &^CN,M
2 u

1~EN,M2Dn1dF
n !uFN,M

1 &^FN,M
1 u

1~EN,M2Dn2dF
n !uFN,M

2 &^FN,M
2 u,

whereDn5(nv r2v1)/2, dC
n 5 1

2A4Dn
213v1

2uAn1 iBnu2 and
dF

n 5 1
2A4Dn

213v1
2uAn2 iBnu2, and

uCN,M
1 &5cos~uC!uC1,N,M &1exp~2 iwC!sin~uC!

3uT1,N1n,M21&,

uCN,M
2 &5sin~uC!uC1,N,M &2exp~2 iwC!cos~uC!

3uT1,N1n,M21&,

uFN,M
1 &5cos~uF!uC2,N,M &1exp~2 iwF!sin~uF!

3uT2,N2n,M11&,

uFN,M
2 &5sin~uF!uC2,N,M &2exp~2 iwF!cos~uF!

3uT2,N2n,M11&,

cos~uC!5
uAn1 iBnu

A~dC
n 1Dn!21uAn1 iBnu2

,

sin~uC!5
dC

n 1Dn

A~dC
n 1Dn!21uAn1 iBnu2

, ~21!

cos~uF!5
uAn2 iBnu

A~dF
n 2Dn!21uAn2 iBnu2

,

sin~uF!5
dF

n 2Dn

A~dF
n 2Dn!21uAn2 iBnu2

,

exp~ iwC!5
A2n2 iB2n

uAn1 iBnu
, exp~ iwF!5

An2 iBn

uAn2 iBnu
.

Starting with initial x-phase CT coherence,rF(0)
5I X

223(NMuN,M &^N,M u, the density matrix can be rewrit
ten as

rF~0!5I X
223(

N,M
uN,M &^N,M u

5
1

2 (
N,M

uC1,N,M &^C1,N,M u

2uC2,N,M &^C2,N,M u

5
1

2 (
N,M

cos2~uC!uCN,M
1 &

3^CN,M
1 u1sin2~uC!uCN,M

2 &^CN,M
2 u

1cos~uC!sin~uC!~ uCN,M
2 &^CN,M

1 u1uCN,M
1 &

3^CN,M
2 u!2

1

2 (
N,M

cos2~uF!uFN,M
1 &

3^FN,M
1 u1sin2~uF!uFN,M

2 &^FN,M
2 u1cos~uF!

3sin~uF!~ uFN,M
2 &^FN,M

1 u1uFN,M
1 &^FN,M

2 u. ~22!
rF(t), to the lowest order in perturbation theory is

5
1

2 (
N,M

cos2~uC!uCN,M
1 &^CN,M

1 u1sin2~uC!uCN,M
2 &

3^CN,M
2 u1cos~uC!sin~uC!~exp~2idC

n t !uCN,M
2 &

3^CN,M
1 u1exp~22idC

n t !uCN,M
1 &^CN,M

2 u!

2
1

2 (
N,M

cos2~uF!uFN,M
1 &^FN,M

1 u1sin2~uF!uFN,M
2 &

3^FN,M
2 u1cos~uF!sin~uF!~exp~2idF

n t !uFN,M
2 &

3^FN,M
1 u1exp~22idF

n t !uFN,M
1 &^FN,M

2 u!. ~23!

In Hilbert space, the reduced density matrix for the spin
given by20

r~ t !5V~ t !(
N,M

(
N8,M8

^N,M urF~ t !uN8,M 8&

3exp~ i ~N2N8!v r t1~M2M 8!v1t !V†~ t !. ~24!

From the density matrix, the following expectation valu
can be calculated:

^I X
124~ t !5Trace@ I X

124r~ t !#

5 1
2sin2~uF!cos2~uF!@12cos~2dF

n t !#

1 1
2sin2~uC!cos2~uC!@12cos~2dC

n t !#,

^I Y
124&~ t !5Trace@ I Y

124r~ t !#50, ~25!

^I Z
124&~ t !5Trace@ I Z

124r~ t !#50.

From this expression, it can be seen only thatx-phase triple-
quantum coherence (I X

124) is created for each orientation
The coefficient in front of̂ I X

124& is always positive.̂ I X
124&

is maximal whenDn50 ~at RR! and is minimal whenDn

@1 ~away from RR!.
CT to triple quantum coherence transfer is also poss

from the initial conditionr(0)5I Y
223. TakingDn50, a simi-

lar calculation shows that, starting withrF(0)
5I Y

223(N,MuN,M &^N,M u, the following expectation values
can be calculated:

^I X
124&~ t !5Trace@ I X

124r~ t !#50,

^I Y
124&~ t !5Trace@ I Y

124r~ t !#

5 1
2sin~dC

n t !sin~dF
n t !cos~wC2wF!, ~26!

^I Z
124&~ t !5Trace@ I Z

124r~ t !#

52 1
2sin~dC

n t !sin~dF
n t !sin~wC2wF!.

However, the efficiency forI Y
223→I Y

124 is less than that for
I X

223→I X
124 since the polarization vector for the statesu1&

andu4& lies in theY–Z plane with crystallite-dependent phas
given by wC2wF @Eq. ~26!#. That is, although the CT co
herence is transferred to triple-quantum coherence, canc
tion occurs due to powder averaging. This will be verifi
numerically in Sec. III. In addition, starting with the initia
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FIG. 3. Exact numerical calculation of@~a!,~d!# u^I 2
14&u,

@~b!,~e!# ^I X
124&, and@~c!,~f!# ^2I Y

124& under rf irradia-
tion along thex direction applied tor(0)53I Z

124, with
@~a!,~b!,~c!# and without @~d!,~e!,~f!# considering the
second-order quadrupolar interaction, as a function o
power and pulse length. The parameters used in
simulation wereh50, andCQ52.43 MHz. A total of
1154 crystallite orientations were employed at
v r /2p520 kHz for the powder average. RR condition
are shown with a dotted line. Equally spaced conto
levels are shown~with dashed contours indicating nega
tive values! in the following ranges:~a! $0.1,0.45%, ~b!
$20.3,0.3%, ~c! $20.15,0.2%, ~d! $0.15,0.6%, ~e! $26
310214,3310214%, and~f! $20.3,0.5%.
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density matrixrF(0)53I Z
124(N,MuN,M &^N,M u, a similar

calculation as above gives the following expectation valu

^I X
124&~ t !5Trace@ I X

124r~ t !#50,

^I Y
124&~ t !5Trace@ I Y

124r~ t !#

52 3
2sin~dC

n t1dF
n t !@sin2~uC!cos2~uF!

2cos2~uC!sin2~uF!#2 3
2sin~dC

n t2dF
n t !

3@sin2~uC!sin2~uF!2cos2~uC!cos2~uF!#,

~27!

^I Z
124&~ t !5Trace@ I Z

124r~ t !#

5 3
2cos~dC

n t1dF
n t !@cos2~uC!sin2~uF!

1sin2~uC!cos2~uF!#1 3
2cos~dC

n t2dF
n t !

3@cos2~uC!cos2~uF!1sin2~uC!sin2~uF!#.

At RR conditions, cos(uC)5cos(uF)5sin(uC)5sin(uF)
51/A2, and hencêI Y

124&(t)50 for all timest at this order
of perturbation theory. Therefore the triple-quantum exc
tion efficiency is predicted to be minimal at RR condition

C. Spin IÌ3Õ2

For spinI .3/2, similar predictions are possible. Anal
gous transformations can be made for higher spins. Howe
s:

-

er,

the dynamics are more complicated since there are additi
transitions present. Using the above theory, predictions
be made for the spin locking of the CT. The rotating fram
Hamiltonian of a quadrupolar spinI, evolving during MAS
and spin-locking irradiation, is given by

H~ t !5vQ~ t !~3I Z
22I ~ I 11!!1HRF

ST1~ I 1 1
2!v1I X

CT.
~28!

Upon transforming to the quadrupolar and CT frame,
satellite transition coherences that are adjacent to the
coherence are modulated at a frequencyv5@(2I
11)/4#v1 . Therefore, the CT coherences will be tran
formed to adjacent satellite transition coherences whenv1

5@4/(2I 11)#nv r . In accordance with our predictions, pre
vious studies have found that under these conditions,
spin-locking efficiency of the CT is minimal~in the absence
of second-order quadrupolar effects!.6,7 Further investiga-
tions of transfers between CT coherence and nonadja
satellite transition coherences are currently under way.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Excitation of triple-quantum coherences

Figure 3 shows@~a!,~d!# u^I 2
124&u, @~b!,~e!# ^I X

124&, and
@~c!,~f!# ^I Y

124&, from the initial conditionr(0)53I Z
124 un-
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FIG. 4. Exact numerical calculation of^2I Y
124& for the

three crystallite orientations@b510° ~dashed line!,
b545° ~dotted line!, and b590° ~solid line! created
from r(0)53I Z

124 at various rf powers:~a! 15, ~b! 20,
~c! 25, ~d! 30, ~e! 35, and~f! 40 kHz. The parameters
used in the simulation werev r /2p520 kHz,h50, and
CQ52.43 MHz. In particular, note that~d!, excitation is
efficient for bothb590° andb510°, as contrasted to
excitation at RR conditions in~b! ~for b510° and 45°!
and~f! b510°, 45°, and 90°# where the excitation effi-
ciency is minimal.
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der a spin-locking field along thex direction as a function of
spin-locking time and rf field strength. The parameters u
in this calculation wereCQ52.43 MHz, h50 with v r /2p
520 kHz. Simulations were performed with@~a!,~b!,~c!# and
without @~d!,~e!,~f!# the second-order quadrupolar interactio
As observed in a previous study,8 efficient triple-quantum
excitation occurs between RR conditions~e.g., 15 kHz
,v1/2p,25 kHz whenv r /2p520 kHz! in the sudden-
passage regime, although the efficiency is minimal at RR
roughly halfway in between RR conditions~i.e., 2v1

5nv r). The inclusion of the second-order quadrupolar int
action does not change the basic dependence of the m
tude of triple-quantum excitation as a function of rf pow
but the overall efficiency of the excitation is then diminish
due to a dephasing of the coherence. As predicted in
~16!, only I Y

124 triple-quantum coherence is created in t
absence of the second-order quadrupolar interaction
shown in Figs. 3~e! and 3~f!. Also, the powder-averaged nu
tation frequency changes sign in between RR conditio
which was predicted in the preceding section.

In order to investigate triple-quantum excitation in mo
detail, simulations were performed for three crystallite orie
tations whose quadrupolar interactions have different t
dependences. From Eq.~2!, vQ(t) oscillates at 2v r for
d

.

d

-
ni-
,

q.

as

s,

-
e

b590° whenh50. For small values ofb ~e.g., 10°!, vQ(t)
oscillates roughly atv r , and for medium values ofb ~e.g.,
45°!, vQ(t) oscillates at bothv r and 2v r . Thus, these ori-
entations were chosen to explore what effects different t
dependences ofvQ(t) have on the observed triple-quantu
excitation.

Figure 4 showŝ 2I Y
124& for these three crystallite ori

entations. The second-order quadrupolar interaction is
considered in the following simulations since it does not
fect the basic features of the triple-quantum excitation. Fr
Eq. ~7!, it can be shown by expanding in Bessel functio
that for b590°, Hn,61Þ0 only whenn is even, whereas for
b510° and 45°,Hn,61 can be nonzero for alln. At RR
conditions~e.g.,v1/2p520 for b510° and 45°@Fig. 4~b!#
and v1/2p540 kHz for b510°, 45°, and 90°@Fig. 4~f!#,
respectively!, the triple-quantum excitation efficiency i
minimal. Away from RR conditions, triple-quantum cohe
ence is created efficiently but with a different optimum co
dition for each crystallite orientation@Figs. 4~a!, 4~c!, 4~d!,
and 4~e!#. This results in considerable destructive interfe
ence in the triple-quantum excitation signal, degrading
overall excitation efficiency for a powdered sample. As se
in Fig. 3, whenv1'(n11/2)v r , the efficiency of triple-
quantum excitation is near zero, which is consistent with
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FIG. 5. Exact numerical calculation of@~a!,~d!# u^I 2
14&u,

@~b!,~e!# ^I X
124&, and@~c!,~f!# ^I Y

124&, under spin-locking
along thex direction applied toI X

223, with @~a!,~b!,~c!#
and without@~d!,~e!,~f!# considering second-order qua
drupolar interaction, as a function of the rf power an
pulse length. The parameters in the simulation we
v r /2p520 kHz, h50, andCQ52.43 MHz. A total of
1154 crystallite orientations were employed in the ca
culation. Equally spaced contour levels are shown~with
dashed contours indicating negative! in the following
ranges:~a! $0.06,0.24%, ~b! $0.02,0.22%, ~c! $20.12,0%,
~d! $0.06,0.24%, ~e! $0.06,0.24%, and ~f! $21.2
310214,2310215%. Only the first two RR conditions,
v15v r and v152v r were observed for these param
eters@~a!,~d!#, and, as shown in~e!, only efficient trans-
fer was observed forI X

223→I X
124 @~b!,~e!#, with ^I X

124&
>0 for all time andv1 in the absence of second-orde
quadrupolar interaction. As shown in~f!, I X

223→I Y
124 is

negligible over the powder in the absence of secon
order quadrupolar interaction. RR conditions a
marked with a dotted line.
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predictions made in Sec. II. Forb510°, wherevQ(t) oscil-
lates atv r , a change in the sign ofvnut is seen between
v1/2p515 and 25 kHz@Figs. 4~a! and 4~c!, respectively#.
Similar behavior also was observed forb590° between
v1/2p of 35 kHz and 45 kHz. Note also that halfway
between RR conditions, i.e.,v15(n11/2)v r , excitation ef-
ficiency is nonzero for these crystallite orientations@Fig.
4~c!#; in fact for b590°, triple-quantum excitation is mos
efficient atv1/2p530 kHz. However, the powder average
the excitation efficiency vanishes near this condition. T
minimum is qualitatively different than those minima occu
ring at RR conditions, which result from a mixing of C
coherence states with triple-quantum coherence states@Eq.
~27!#. These effects will be discussed in the next section

Although Eq.~16! predicts a simple nutation away from
RR conditions, Fig. 4 indicates that the dynamics are m
complicated. Inclusion of higher-order terms in the pertur
tion treatment of Eq.~15! would be necessary in order t
quantitatively capture the evolution. Such work is curren
in progress.

B. Conversion of CT coherence into triple-quantum
coherence

Figure 5 shows@~a!,~d!# u^I 2
124&u, @~b!,~e!# ^I X

124&, and
s

e
-

@~c!,~f!# ^I Y
124& ~with @~a!,~b!,~c!# and without @~d!,~e!,~f!#

considering second-order quadrupole interactions! created
from CT coherence (I X

223) under the influence of the rf irra
diation along thex direction, as a function of rf power an
spin-lock time. In contrast to theI Z

124→I 2
124 transfer, opti-

mum transfer occurs at RR conditions. In the absence of
second-order quadrupolar interaction, only thex component
of triple-quantum coherence,I X

124, is created, which is pre
dicted from Eq.~25!. In Fig. 6, ^I X

124& is shown for the first
two RR conditions for three crystallite orientations in th
absence of second-order quadrupolar interactions. As
dicted in the theory section, effective coherence transfe
induced at RR conditions~i.e., v1/2p520 kHz for b510°
and 45° andv1540 kHz forb510°, 45°, and 90°!. As men-
tioned in the preceding section, RR effects only occur
b590° whenv152nv r , i.e., only even RR conditions oc
cur for this crystallite, whereas both even and odd occur
b510° and 45°. Note that in Fig. 6,^I X

124&>0 for all crys-
tallites and for all times, which was predicted from Eq.~25!.
In Fig. 7, ^I X

124& was calculated using Eq.~25! for the three
orientations. Figure 7~a! is in very good agreement with th
exact numerical calculation of Fig. 6~a!. In Fig. 7~b! the
agreement with Fig. 6~b! is not as good; in particular, the
predictions forb510° have little resemblance with the exa
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numerical simulation. Since the theory is just to lowe
order, higher-order terms are expected to become impor
in order to quantitatively predict̂I X

124&(t).
Another aspect of the Hamiltonian under RR conditio

is that it can induce coherence transfer betweenI Y
223↔I Y

124,
even though the rf irradiation is along thex direction. Nu-
merical calculations of theI Y

223↔I Y
124 transfer were per-

formed in order to confirm these predictions. In Fig.
u^I 2

124&u was calculated over a powder for two different sp
ning speeds,v r /2p520 kHz @Fig. 8~a!# andv r /2p540 kHz
@Fig. 8~b!#. Efficient transfer was not observed for almost
rf powers.

Calculations I Y
223↔I Y

124 were performed for single
crystallite orientations in order to check if the inefficiency
the transfer was due to a destructive interference betw
different crystallite orientations. Figure 9 shows the simu
tion results forI Y

223→I Y
124 transfers at RR conditions, in th

absence of second-order quadrupolar interaction and r
nance offsets. Interestingly, efficient transfer does occur
all three crystallite orientations. However, significant d
structive interference across the powder is observed for th
crystallite orientations even without considering the seco

FIG. 6. Exact numerical calculation of^I X
124& for three orientations@b510°

~dashed line!, b545° ~dotted line!, andb590° ~solid line!# from I X
223 at rf

field strengths of~a! v1/2p520 and~b! v1/2p540 kHz in the absence o
second-order quadrupolar coupling. The parameters used in the simu
werev r /2p520 kHz, h50, andCQ52.43 MHz. Again,^I X

124&>0 for all
three orientations, as predicted in Eq.~25!.
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order quadrupole interaction. As seen from Eq.~26! and Fig.
9, the expectation values of triple-quantum coherence ca
either positive or negative resulting in a cancellation of t
triple-quantum coherence signal in a powdered sample.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to present a theory of
excitation and conversion between multiple-quantum coh
ences in spinI 53/2 quadrupolar nuclei in powdered sampl
in the sudden-passage limit. The theory is applicable to
irradiation even at RR conditions (v15nv r) and may be
extended to include resonance offset and second-order
drupolar effects, as well as potentially generalized to
treatment ofI .3/2 nuclei. It may be used to predict th
results of the recent FASTER MQMAS experiments,8 as well
as the heretofore-unexplained reductions in spin-locking
ficiency of the central transition at rotational resonan
conditions.6,7 A complete analytical theory of this sort ha
not been presented elsewhere. In this work, the spin-lock
Hamiltonian was first transformed into a novel combin
quadrupolar and CT interaction frame and then rendered t

ion

FIG. 7. Calculation of̂ I X
124& for three orientations@b510° ~dashed line!,

b545° ~dotted line!, andb590° ~solid line!# from I X
223 at rf field strengths

of ~a! v1/2p520 and~b! v1/2p540 kHz using Eq.~25!. The parameters
used werev r /2p520 kHz,h50, andCQ52.43 MHz. Equation~25! is able
to predict many of the features in the exact numerical simulation of Fig
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independent via a bimodal Floquet treatment. At this po
perturbation theory was used in order to describe the spin
namics at and away from RR. At RR conditions, the conv
sion of CT coherence to triple-quantum coherence was fo
to be efficient over a powdered sample. When the phas
the rf irradiation is along thex direction, I X

223→I X
124 is ef-

ficient over the powder; however,I Y
223→I Y

124 is inefficient
due to the fact that the signals from different crystallit
destructively interfere, resulting in an overall degradation
the coherence transfer efficiency. Away from RR conditio
the excitation of triple-quantum coherence fromz magneti-
zation was found to be efficient, and minimal excitation o
curs for most crystallites when at RR. However, wh
roughly halfway in between RR conditions, the overall ex
tation efficiency also was found to be minimal, this time d
to a cancellation of signals over the powder.

In future work, the theory will be extended to highe
orders of perturbation theory since the energy difference
tween the Floquet states is not much greater than the
pling between them, necessitating the inclusion of high
order corrections into the theory. Also, the calculation
higher-order perturbation terms will be necessary in orde
understand the dynamics ofI .3/2 nuclei in the sudden
passage limit, such as five-quantum coherence creation

FIG. 8. Exact numerical calculation ofuI 2
124u under rf irradiation along the

x direction applied toI Y
223 ~a! with and~b! without considering second-orde

quadrupole interaction, as a function of the rf power and pulse length.
parameters used in the simulation werev r /2p520 kHz, h50, and CQ

52.43 MHz. Equally spaced contour lines are shown with betw
$0.012,0.026%. A total of 1154 crystallite orientations were employed in t
simulation, and RR conditions are marked with a dotted line.
t,
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the corresponding multiple-quantum conversions. Furt
theoretical and experimental studies are currently underw
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